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“A Piano Quest” is a musical remembrance dedicated to the landscapes and sites Daniel O’Rhys
has visited over the last years. Every piece by the German pianist and composer is related to a

special place, a journey.

"The music creates a true connection. With the surroundings, the people, the stories and the
journey itself. It would not have been created without these things. They are special moments at

special points on this planet captured in music. They are not purely musical descriptions of
landscapes - the individual pieces are more like drawings in a very personal diary."

says Daniel O’Rhys. “A Piano Quest” tries to capture these drawings in a re-invented form of a
piano concert. The pianist plays his music on a piano surrounded by a beautiful field of dried

flowers. The poetic pictures are interrupted by highly aesthetic excursions into nature and the
personal story and memories of Daniel O'Rhys.

“The pieces I perform in this special concert setting illustrate in a very lively way that remembrance
is a dynamic process. Every time I remember, I remember something new about a situation. Every

time I play a piece, I play it di�erently. Here is the way I remember the times and places that
brought this music to life.”

Dive into A Piano Quest.

https://danielorhys.com/
https://www.instagram.com/danielorhys/
https://www.facebook.com/danielorhys
https://www.youtube.com/danielorhys

https://danielorhys.com/
https://www.instagram.com/danielorhys/
https://www.facebook.com/danielorhys
https://www.youtube.com/danielorhys


Track by Track



Blauen, Morning
Release 01 April 2022
ISRC DEZC62260827

This piece is inspired by a mountain in the Black Forest called Blauen. I remember the view in the morning hours. A certain light, a soft
awakening. Blauen Morning marks the beginning of “A Piano Quest” and is a look back at the very early hours of the days I was spending
there. Blauen Morning is a beautiful, calm piano piece and the first single of “A Piano Quest” - the new album by Daniel O’Rhys which is
accompanied by a spectacular movie.

Aland, Shore Leave
Release 08 April 2022
ISRC DEZC62260828

Aland is a region in the northern area of the Baltic Sea. This composition doesn’t feel like music to me. It feels like a drawing. Lines on blank
paper that unfold in new and di�erent ways every time this landscape appears in front of my imaginary eye and ear. “Aland, Shore Leave” is
a deep and melancholic piano piece and the second part of “A Piano Quest” - a special piano movie experience.

Winterstein Peak
Release 22 April 2022
ISRC DEZC62260829

Winterstein is the name of a mountain in the Elbe Sandstone Mountains, located in the far east of Germany. A landscape, pristine and deep.
This site is the plot of Daniel O'Rhys' new piece. “Winterstein Peak” is one of the highlights on “A Piano Quest”, the new album. The beauty, the
flow, the depth of the chords, the subtle yet intense playing, the luminous power, the precise arrangement. A solo piano masterpiece.

The Listener & The Sea
Release 29 April 2022
ISRC DEZC62260830

Listening is the key to all understanding. To sit and actively listen to my surroundings, no matter where I am, is one of my favorite activities.
The Listener & The Sea is a snapshot of a particular moment at the Baltic Sea. The piece is a beautiful flow of soothing pictures, the arpeggios
sound like drops of water, the chords dive into the deep. The perfect piece for meditations in search of peaceful moments.



The Lost Theme
Release 06 May 2022
ISRC DEZC62260831

I re-found this by surprise only to realize that I had been missing it dearly. A whole theme I had once improvised, recorded on my phone and
forgotten about. The Lost Theme is built on this beautiful basic theme. The piece is part of “A Piano Quest” - an extensive project that creates a
world to dive into based on a new idea of a piano concert movie and storytelling. Meanwhile more than 25.000 people follow Daniel on his
channels and follow the piano quest.

Rain Road, Tempest
Release 13 May 2022
ISRC DEZC62260832

This is the tempest version of „Rain Road“, a piece I wrote for my very first suite „The Skalholt Suite“. It’s been my silent companion since the
beginning. It’s not the piece I’d pick first when asked what represents my music best,  but its inner tension brings up something special every
time I play it. I think I’ve never written anything else with such urgent character. A Piano Quest.

Grat, 1181m
Release 20 May 2022
ISRC DEZC62260833

Grat focuses on one thing and one thing only: the meditative state of mind while looking onto a landscape. It is one of my favorite motives.
Playing it feels like writing a poem and reciting it out loud at the same time. "Grat" is a German word and refers to the narrow area between
two hillsides. And yes, the piece feels like Daniel O'Rhys is walking on a narrow "Grat”.

Narvik Moon
Release 03 June 2022
ISRC DEZC62260834

Narvik moon also is a counterpart to an already existing piece: Narvik Sun. It is the same imaginary landscape at night. But Narvik Moon is not
a dark piece, it follows the idea of a night that reveals the beauty of unseen secrets. A beautiful piece for solo piano, a moon trip.



Ana and the book
Release 10 June 2022
ISRC DEZC62260835

Reading is a big part of my life. It is very similar to playing the piano. Ana and the book follows the idea of composing a piece that feels like
reading. Ana is a companion of mine. She wrote the story. Daniel O’Rhys composed this piece around an immersive soundscape. The outcome
is a deep ambient track that combines electronica with piano music.

A Leaf, Floating
Release 17 June 2022 (Focus Track Album Release “A Piano Quest”
ISRC DEZC62260836

The piece sounds like the title suggests: A meditative flow, a mindwalk. The piece closes “A Piano Quest”, a piano concert re-invented. All
compositions are played on a piano surrounded by a beautiful setting of a field of dried flowers. The poetic pictures are interrupted by highly
aesthetic excursions into nature and the personal stories and memories of Daniel O'Rhys. Watch movie now.

About Daniel O’Rhys
Daniel O’Rhys lives and works in Germany but is in a permanently travelling state of mind. He writes piano music that seems to be written for
nature. His pieces are miniatures of a calm world, fragile and beautiful. Daniel O'Rhys thinks of his music in suites. Each of these suites is about a
special place.

"The music creates a true connection. With the surroundings, the people, the stories and the journey itself. It would not have been created
without these influences. They are special moments at special points on this planet captured in music. They are not purely musical descriptions
of  landscapes - the individual pieces are more like drawings in a very personal diary."

Not only composing, but everything Daniel does is linked to his travels. And so his Instagram account is much more than the account of a pianist.
It is a travel diary. Together with a great team, beautiful photo and video series are created, enriched with stories, insights and the thoughts of
a reflective musician about sustainability, green travelling and a conscious interaction with nature. By now, more than 25,000 people follow
Daniel O'Rhys on his channels.




